EU-Russia exchange on sustainable building policies and measures
Final Conference

Decarbonisation of the building stock in the EU and Russia –
the way forward
20 January, 2022
9:00 - 11:30 (Brussels time) / 11:00 – 13:30 (Moscow time)

The Final Conference of the EU-Russia exchange on sustainable building policies and measures will reflect on
the entire 3-part workshop series that was carried out throughout the past months, summarise the key
takeaways and lessons learned regarding differences and similarities, and foster future collaboration and
experience exchange between the key stakeholders. What are effective ways to decarbonise the European and
Russian building stock? What are innovative good practices that may become rising trends? How to tackle the
lifecycle emissions of buildings and foster a circular construction sector? We invited actors from academia,
public, and the private sector to reflect on the promising approaches for the future, and the concrete steps
needed to proceed.
Welcome
Brussels time

Moscow time

09:00 – 09:10

Welcome, housekeeping and agenda
Oliver Rapf (BPIE) and Marianna Brodach (ABOK)

11:00 – 11:10

09:10 – 09:20

Welcome from the Delegation of the European Union to Russia

11:10 – 11:20

Laurent Bardon, Head of Trade and Economicy Section (tbc)
09:20 – 09:35

Highlights from the previous workshops
•
•

09:35 – 09:45

Q&A

11:20 – 11:35

Lessons Learned for the EU (Sibyl Steuwer, BPIE)
Lessons Learned for Russia (Victor Granovskyi, ABOK)
11:35 – 11:45

Keynote speeches: Decarbonising the building stock until 2050
Pathways to reduce GHG emissions in the Russian building sector for 2050
09:45 – 10:15

11:45 – 12:15

Igor Bashmakov (Ceneff)
The EU on its way to a climate neutral building stock in 2050

10:15 – 10:30

12:15 – 12:30

EC, DG ENER, tbc
•

Taking up ideas from the Commission proposal for an EPBD recast

•
Or, focus on district approaches, urban decarbonisation; understanding
the building as part of the wider energy system

10:30 – 10:45

12:30 – 12:45
Q&A

10:45 – 10:55

BREAK

12:45 – 12:55

Promising examples for the future from the EU and Russia
10:55 – 11:10

Past EU-Russia cooperation the case of Vologda
Alena Cetin (EBRD Moscow Resident Office) tbc

12:55 – 13:10

11:10 – 10:25

Overview of initiatives at local and regional level, with successful pilot projects
and renovation campaigns

13:10 – 13:25

Vladimir Parshukov, Limited Liability Company Scientific and Production
Enterprise "Donskie tehnologii" tbc
10:25- 11:40

11:40 – 11:55

Open innovation living labs for Positive Energy Neighbourhoods – Case of Tartu
Kaspar Alev, Tartu municipality, tbc
The private sector perspective for a decarbonised construction sector in Russia
- the case of Tyumen, rated with BREEAM Communities

13:25 – 13:40

13:40 – 13:55

Ekaterina Sedunova, Brusnika
11:55 – 12:15

Q&A

13:55 – 12:15

Conclusion
12:20 – 12:30
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